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WHAT IS THIS? 
O This is not a media training, really 

 
 



MEDIA TRAINING OBJECTIVES  

O understand the pressures on journalists; 
O find out what journalists need to write their 

story; 
O tailor a scientific message to suit the media, 

without compromising the quality; 
O gain experience in media interviews; 
O deal with difficult questions (“How many 

mice did you kill in the last month?”) 



TODAY 
O 2 Case histories (science, press and laws) 
O Some data and general clues 
O Hints and tips on communication to and 

through the media 
O (Social media activity) 



1) Stop Vivisection initiative 



O Persistent use of the term «vivisection»   
O «Europe does not stop it» (but it should) 
O «Debate is open» (is it?) 
O For the EU Commission it’s (only) 

«early»(slow bureaucracy) 
O Animal rights activists advocate for citizens 

(on the public side) 
O Researchers say «It is right» (ethical 

arrogance) 
 
 
 
 



2) The «Stamina» affair 



Download free on www.scienzainrete.it 



2) The «Stamina» affair 



The «Stamina» affaire:  
a lesson   

of good and bad communication 



Communication 

PUBLIC Stamina 

media 

scientists 

institutions 

(doctors) 



Scientists on the warpath 



TOP DOWN 

Hope for children with 
untreatable diseases Scientific method 



Scientists on the warpath 

FRAUD 

PLAGIARISM 



Listening/ 
Caring/ 

Empathy/Compassion 
50% 

Competence/ 
Expertise  
15–20%  

Honesty/ 
Openness  

15–20% 

All 
Other Factors 

15–20%  

15 

Principles of risk 
communication valid here 

Assessed  
in first 9–30 seconds 
 
 



A RULE 

“PEOPLE WANT TO KNOW 
THAT YOU CARE  
BEFORE THEY CARE WHAT 
YOU KNOW”  
    Vincent Covello 



What moved the scientists? 
O Interest for patients 
O Fear of an impact on Italian and European 

regulations about advanced therapy 



Scientists and communication 

O Pew Research Center 
poll on 3,748 US-based 
AAAS scientists in 
autumn 2014 
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Engagement in  
public policy debates 

87% 

13% 

Take active role  
in public policy debates 
about science & 
technology 

Focus on scientific 
work/stay out of public 
policy debates 

www.pewresearch.org 



Talk with the public 
 

98 

51 

47 

24 

Ever talk with citizens 
about science, research 

Ever talk with reporters 
about research findings 

Ever use social media to 
discuss or follow 
science 

Ever blog about  
science and research www.pewresearch.org 



21 

Active engagers 
O 41% do  2  or  more  of  these  things  “often”  or  
“occasionally”: 
 

• Talk with non-experts  
• Talk with the media 
• Use social media 
• Blog 
 www.pewresearch.org 
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Scientists   
O are concerned about funding (83% report that 
obtaining federal research funding is harder today than 
it was five years ago); 
 
O perceive a limited impact of the research on relevant 
policy regulations; 
 

O perceive gaps with the public on a range of science-
related issues (animal testing).  
 
 
 
 

www.pewresearch.org 



Most scientists see lack of public 
knowledge as problem for science  

www.pewresearch.org 
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Major problem Minor problem Not a problem

Public doesn’t know 
much about science 
News reports don’t 
distinguish well-founded 
findings 
News media 
oversimplify findings 

Public expects solutions  
too quickly 
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Career 
O 43%:  it is important or very important for 
scientists in their specialty to get coverage of 
their work in news media (37% in a 2009 survey) 
 
O 22%: it is either “very important” (4%) or 
“important” (18%) for career advancement in 
their discipline to promote their findings on social 
media such as Facebook or Twitter. 

 



http://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/half-academic-studies-are-
never-read-more-three-people-180950222/?no-ist 

So many papers, so little time 

● 1,800,000 articles /year  
● 28, 000 journals 

50%  are 
never read 
other than by their authors, 
referees and journal editors 



Promote your publications 
and you as scientist  



Why engage?  

O Visibility 
O To get more public support 
O To get more funding  
O To improve public practices in health  
O To encourage students to study science 
O To prepare people for change 
O To find new partners in industry 
O For social responsibility 
 

 
 



Objectives 
- to communicate their research to 

public audiences   
- to offer appropriate guidance and 

advice where appropriate  
 
“The popular media is a major channel 

for such communication and should be 
embraced.” 
 Guidelines for scientists on communicating with the media.  

EU-funded MESSENGER project, 2001 



What stops scientists using the 
media? 

O Lack of time 
O Lack of training 
O Suspicion of journalists 
O No rewards from the organisation 
O No support staff to help them 
O They don’t know how to contact the media 



THE SCIENCE NEWS CYCLE 



How should scientists engage? 

 
O General and scientific journalists 

(active/passive) 
O Press releases (press offices) 
O Conference, festivals, ecc. 
O Social media 



Misunderstanding 





 
Nine points of 

misunderstanding 
 1. Structure (news, methods, background)  

2. Lenght 
3. Headlines 
4. Quotes  
5. Emphasis 
6. Caveat 
7. Embargo 
8. Other opinions 
9. Errors 

 
 

 
By Ananyo Bhattacharya, chief online editor of Nature. Modified 



The main mistake  
in science communication 



BEWARE! 
O Journalists aren’t your spokeprson 
 
O Journalism is not education 
 
O Top-down communication is uneffective 



TELL ME model of risk and 
health communication 



Journalists need 
O News 
O Headlines (KISS) 
O Issues relevant to the audience 
O Positive views (negative only if there is a 

fault) 
O Stories 
O Pictures, graphs,… 

 
 



PRACTICAL QUESTIONS 
O Who writes the headlines?  
O How do journalists choose the story from all the 

inputs they receive?   
O Are better interviews over the phone or by 

visiting the scientist?  
O How important are photographs? 
O Will they interview other people as well? 
O How long will the story be? 
O Can I read and correct the article (or my quote)? 



The inversed triangle 
 

O What’s new (5Ws) 

O Background 

O Method 

O (perspectives) 
 



KISS is the rule! 
 
 

 
 
 

Keep It Short and Simple 
 



Some more practical tips 

O Do not use science jargon 
O Reduce the story to 1 or 2 main points 
O Explain the effect your work will have on the 

everyday life of ordinary citizens 
O Be enthusiastic about your work 
O Use examples and metaphores to explain 

abstract ideas 
O Always point out that “correlation is not 

causation”, when needed 



Some more practical tips 
O Take it personally 
O Consider what pictures, graphs and 

diagrams can illustrate your story 
O Consider deadlines 
O Resume your main 1-2 points at the end of 

the interview, better in short, clear phrases 
O «If you have any doubts, I am available to 

read it» 
O Explain your research to your granny 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Credit Gary Schroeder 
 

But also TV and radio don’t feel so well!! 



On social networks  
you can take flight  
without mediators 

BE PREPARED! 



THANK YOU!! 

ROBERTA VILLA    villa@zadig.it 


